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Our Story

My grandfather Alpo brought the art of hat making to 
the family in the 1940’s.
He had a well-known reputation among Finnish milliners 
as a skilled craftsman
and a hat block maker. Later, his son Jorma founded his 
own hat company and expanded the business before 
handing it over to his daughter — to me.
I believe there is a perfect hat for everyone. The KN 
Collection ranges between classical and the latest. I am 
proud of the heritage of the company and the quality of 
our materials. Our hats, ponchos and scarves are made 
in family owned factories in Italy and Poland.
Hats are for everyone. It is the finishing touch to any 
outfit. It warms my heart every time I see someone who 
has combined a KN Collection hat to their own personal 
style, be it classical, contemporary or anything in 
between.
Our aim is to help you to find the hat that is YOU.
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Kati Niemi took over KN Collection in 
2008. Since then she has gradually 
changed the brand image and the look of 
the company’s hat and accessories 
collection. The company has also expanded 
abroad, and the products are now selling in 
both Sweden and Russia. The newest 
addition to KN Collection’s product 
catalogue are the stylist ponchos and 
scarves.
Kati describes the brand DNA in the 
following way
“Quality & Design. KN Collection brings a 
fresh and fashionable product range to the 
market. In the    design process, we aim to 
combine both classic and new. We like to 
play with colours, designs and materials, but 
we also want our products to be wearable. 
Tight collaboration with our Italian and 
Polish colleagues works well, and we are 
involved every step of the way, from 
choosing the fabrics and colors to packing 
the finalised product.” 
What do you think is challenging in the 
business? 
“Hats in general are a very specified 
product. Although our clientele is constantly 
growing, and hats have become an 
everyday accessorize, there are still many 
who are shy of wearing them.”

A brief chat with Kati Niemi, the 
CEO and Creative Director of KN 
Collection- Jorretuote OY 
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KN Collection
includes all sorts of hats from 
classical fedora hats to easy 
going caps and beanies – and 
everything in between. We offer a 
wide selection of hats in a broad 
range of colours to make sure that 
everyone can find something they 
like from our collection.
Our hats are made in Italian and 
Polish family-owned factories and 
we are very proud of the excellent 
quality of our products. 

The materials are top quality –
mainly made of virgin wool from 
Czech Republic and Italian lana
cotta wool.

At KN Collection we believe that 
hats are for everyone. Many 
people seem to be a little shy 
about wearing hats and have a 
hard time finding one that fits. 
We want to prove that there is a 
perfect hat for everyone –you just 
need to have the courage to try!
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KN Collection- Jorretuote
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Sweden
NT-Agenturer / Tina Flodén
Stockholm Modecenter
Augustendalsvägen 7, 
showroom 824, Nacka 
Strand
tina@ntagenturer.se
Tel: +46 70 781 14 85
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